Smarter building

The chairman of Active House Denmark, chief
consultant of Cenergia, Peder Vejsig Pedersen,
introduces BIPV and the development of smart
energy, CO2-neutral Active House city areas

I

nspired by recent photovoltaic (PV) implementation in the Netherlands, Switzerland and
Germany, where a 1,000-roof programme had been finalised and a new feed-in tariff system
was recently launched, the Valby PV plan was begun in 2000 in a co-operation between
the City of Copenhagen, Copenhagen Energy, Kuben Management and Cenergia. The aim of
the initiative was to work with the idea of planning PV electricity in a whole city area with
important input from architects and city planners. With the launch of the Solar City
Copenhagen organisation in 2004, good support for the development of PV in cities had been
created and alongside that a co-operation (Solar City Copenhagen, City of Copenhagen,
Copenhagen Energy, Kuben Management and Cenergia) which has lasted all the way to 2017.
During this period, many initiatives to introduce PV in cities have taken place, also with a
view to good design.
Many qualified actors, including local PV producers like Racell, Gaia Solar, SolarLab, Phønix Energy and
VELUX, have all contributed to the integration of PV in the built environment. If you look at an update
of Danish building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV) technologies, there are quite convincing examples
which have been created by the unique co-operation between lots of actors in the Danish market over
the years.
The cost of PV panels and related technologies is still clearly reducing every year, and ongoing work is
still taking place in Denmark to develop new low-cost mounting and integration systems for both roofs
and facades, here with a focus on ultimate solutions where PV panels can actually substitute for normal
building materials. So the use of suitable, architecturally integrated BIPV solutions in many cases can be
realised at very competitive costs even when based on the new legislation for the use of PV in Denmark.

Copenhagen International School was designed by C.F Møller Architects

BIPV solution for Copenhagen International School: Copenhagen International School was the largest BIPV
installation in Europe, and have all facades made as PV panels in a green/blue colour. With 6000 m2 PV area equal
to 720kWp PV supplied by the Danish company SolarLab. 50% of the yearly electricity use is covered.
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the ongoing ForskVE projects (BIPV Quality Cities and PV Active Roofs
and Facades), Gate 21, Cenergia and Kuben Management, as well as
other partners such as Technological Institute, AAU, Eniig, Solar City
Denmark and FBBB, are working with cities and housing associations to support
the development of good BIPV solutions. Also with a view to using a so-called
‘Solar Watch’ system to secure principles for detailed monitoring, follow-up and
quality control, a number of workshops are here organised with the involved
stakeholders to support practical implementation and full understanding of the
new PV rules in Denmark, and how you can still realise cost-effective PV projects
if you base the design on more limited-sized projects where most of the PV
electricity can be used in the same moment as it is produced.
Additionally, it has been clear that when one deals with new-build and deep renovation
projects of the future, then quite small PV systems can play an important role – not only in
securing that the new low-energy class 2020 can be met in practice, but even with a
possibility to reach a zero energy or even plus energy building standard. It has now been
possible to identify a number of housing associations and cities interested in a dedicated
campaign concerning this, together with agreements concerning performance
documentation, so it is possible to secure a good energy balance in practice with respect
to energy consumption, solar PV production and the total economy for the users. When the
results are disseminated through the national database for sustainable and energy efficient
building in Denmark, which is administrated by the Danish Association of Sustainable Cities
and Buildings, FBBB (www.fbbb.dk) at www.bæredygtigebygninger.dk, these projects can
have a strong impact concerning the integration of BIPV, which will benefit society.
Likewise, a Danish Smart Active House demonstration project has been suggested for a
new-build housing area linked to an existing district heating network, here utilising the
international Active House standard (www.activehouse.info).
As mentioned, Kuben Management has been involved in research and technological
development work concerning PV technologies since 1998, often in co-operation with
Cenergia, which is now a part of Kuben Management. Cenergia’s involvement in the PV
area dates back to 1991, when the first EU-funded PV project was obtained and work on
dissemination and developing BIPV solutions began, in connection to a number of
EU-supported projects as well as ForskVE and the EUDP programme.

www.cenergia.dk/da
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Racell roofing system with large
PV modules is a low cost cladding
system for the whole roof

The situation in Denmark today
Today, a strong technology base exists for the use and production of BIPV solutions in
Denmark, despite a PV market which has had many barriers. This is also supported by
global development, where PV costs have been reduced considerably, as well as by the
Danish electricity market, which has had quite high electricity costs for private users.
The fact is that good business cases exist for several BIPV solutions based on net metering schemes,
both for roofs and for facades, especially where we are creating BIPV and building designs wherein
the PV panels can substitute for the normal building materials in roofs and facades.
There is a presentation of a number of best practice BIPV solutions which exist in the Danish
market.1 For Kuben Management and its owner, the energy company NRGi, there is a clear interest
to work in the areas of smart energy solutions, smart buildings and smart cities. It can also be
mentioned that NRGi, together with Gate21, organises the yearly Smart City – Smart Strategy
conferences. The latest, Bæredygtig udvikling i hele landet, took place in the Danish capital of
Copenhagen in January 2017.
It is now the aim to work on city areas within leading cities and housing associations to combine
almost CO2-neutral, low-energy building standards by 2020, through the use of the recently
launched international Active House labelling, including online performance documentation and
smart energy solutions.
Here, city concepts utilising low-temperature district heating together with heat pumps, BIPV and
different types of storage solutions, including flow batteries, is suggested as an interesting vision
for the use of BIPV for the future. The idea is to create the foundations to allow energy companies
to organise financing for the PV parts of future facades and roofs, which are equipped with durable
and almost maintenance-free glazed surfaces on the outside areas, where the PV modules are
integrated. Simultaneously, the energy companies can demonstrate BIPV solutions, which stand i
n for normal facade or roof building materials, so the total economy for the users is
improved considerably.
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www.cenergia.dk/da

Results from Nordic Built projects
- Active Roof and Facades in Sustainable Renovation
- Living in light
- See also Nordic Built challenge demonstration project on front page
- PV on all roofs cover 35% of electricity use www.activehouseroofsandfacades.com

Nordic Sustainable Buildings database
Developed from www.baeredygtigebygninger.dk
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International Active
House Labelling - standard
(www.activehouse.info)
- Energy
- Confort
- Sustainability
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“Active House Label is a worldwide quality stamp for comfortable and
sustainable buildings. It advices on elements that are important to humans
life and living in their home”
The level of ambition how “active” the building has become can be
quantified into four levels, where 1 is the highest level and 4 is the lowet.
The Active House label can be issued to buildings that has been evaluated
in accordance with the Active House specifications and meet the minimum
demands for indoor comfort, energy efficiency and environment.

The Active House standard can be used as an international based labelling tool concerning Comfort, Energy and Sustainability, where you have to
document the building quality based on 3 parameters for each of the 3 areas so it can be illustrated in a simple way in the Active House Radar.
As a special thing also energy supply based on local renewable energy sources shall be assessed, and there is also an aim to include actual
performance documentation of the realized building project. See also www.activehouse.info

www.cenergia.dk/da
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Peder Vejsig Pedersen of Copenhagen-based company Cenergia introduces Nordic innovations in green buildings.
Investigations by the scientific advisory board of the German government on global environmental changes have
clearly documented that solar power will be a major world energy source with a very big expansion towards 2100.

At the same time, new building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) solutions have been developed where PV is actually the climate
shield in an architecturally optimised way, which in some cases means that the metre² costs are becoming equal to the costs
of normal facade and roofing materials, so the economic prospects of local renewable energy production on our
buildings have become much better. This has been documented in the Nordic Built Active Roofs and Facades project
(see: http://cenergia2013.cypher.codelab.dk/en/news/?news_id=28).
Results will be obtained from the ongoing implementation of active building elements in Nordic built-funded urban renewal
in Valby and the Nordic Built Active Roofs and Facades project also dealing with the so-called ‘Ellebo Garden Room’ renovation
in Ballerup, near Copenhagen.
In relation to this there is, in some cases, an aim in Denmark to obtain an energy quality equal to the Danish low energy class
2015 for the renewal of old housing blocks, and low energy class 2020 for the renovation of multi-storey concrete housing
blocks – at the same time aiming for a zero energy solution, both for operation and costs on the basis of the Active House
specifications for the involved projects. Likewise, it is important to realise that there is in fact a unique situation in Denmark
with respect to renovation in the social housing sector based on the organised savings for future maintenance and renovation,
which is especially focusing on facade renovation. Here is included an innovative rooftop PV solution based on netmetering
and combined with change of all meters of the tenants at the same time as common electricity purchase is introduced so you
can also use the PV electricity for household electricity use.
In the ongoing Nordic Built Living in Light project, co-ordinated by Kuben Management, a new concept of urban renewal will
be tested at Gammel Jernbanevej in Valby. Here, a four-storey old housing block built around 1900 will have new rooftop
apartments and an extension measuring approximately two metres towards the courtyard. The extension mainly consists of
an innovative window structure from Danish company Velfac, considerably increasing the daylight quality of the apartments
without compromising comfort and energy use. At the same time, building integrated PV solutions secure an overall CO2
neutral design for the renovation project.
Gl Jernbanevej Living in light renovation in Vally, Copenhagen.
www.livinginlightbuildings.com
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Zero-emission methodology for Active House city areas of the
future implementation of 100% zero energy building standards
How is it possible to obtain a common standard for energy efficient building, which both aims high for new buildings, while it
also can be utilised for existing buildings?
The best background of this discussion is the EU-Building Directive and the connected nearly zero-energy building (NZEB)
standard. For new building projects, it is in many cases possible to establish a 100% zero energy building standard, even
though it is demanding with respect to optimising the architecture by help of new types of energy producing facades and
roofing materials.
If the aim is 100% zero energy building, then this is far easier to obtain for less compact buildings with only few storeys,
because the amount of building surfaces are higher, e.g. to be used for solar electricity production. And more optimised
concepts can be obtained, when you are not only dealing with one building, but instead are aiming at optimising renewable
energy production for whole city areas, where the best surfaces can be utilised including local infrastructure.
At the same time 100% zero energy building is easier to obtain for housing than for public or commercial building since the
household electricity use is not included in the energy calculation of a building. From an economic point of view it can here
be preferable to handle the whole electricity use for a complete housing estate with several buildings as one consumer based
on one electricity purchase meter if e.g. the involved housing association can handle the individual electricity billing based on
sub-meters for individual apartments. In this case, household electricity use is included.
For renovation projects, similar solutions will in many cases also be possible if you are dealing with deep renovation, where
the renovation also includes exchange of roofs and facades. For more distributed low-rise housing areas, this model will
however need an improved way of handling the actual electricity production and consumption metering by a kind of virtual
metering concept to ensure more reasonable extra metering costs. It is a solution which Danish authorities have agreed, in
principle, as useful to implement in practice.
The international Active House standard
If the mentioned policies are to be implemented in practice in the best way, then it will be an obvious choice to combine these
with use of the international Active House standard. This has a combined focus on ‘energy, comfort and sustainability’, based
on three criteria for each of these areas, and with possible use both for new building as well as renovation.
Before a building can get the official Active House label, the Active House standard demands that all parameters are
evaluated and verified. See www.activehouse.info and www.aktivhusdanmark.dk, where the benefits of working with a
global oriented standard is illustrated, especially with a very strong focus on indoor air climate, something which is not
handled in a clear way in the EU Building Directive.
It is possible to utilise and adapt the Active House standard, so it also includes a focus on user satisfaction and performance
documentation in practice and, at the same time as different levels of zero emission standards, through the inclusion of
renewable energy.
What would really have a large impact would be development of a methodology concerning how to organise such a
standard, not only for one building but for whole city quarters as part of a smart city and smart grid development. Different
levels of zero energy building as a driver for practical implementation of building integrated PV solutions.
Different levels of zero energy
building as a driver for practical
implementation of building
integrated PV solutions
Here it is suggested to use f.ex.
Prosumer level 1,2,3, and 4, to show
how much your building lives up to a
zero-energy building standard alongside
the general energy quality of
the building.

For the first time there is a general acceptance that this is a possible solution to
secure a good architecture of facades with PV panel

www.cenergia.dk/da
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Low Cost Active House BIPV
The main purpose of the ongoing Danish ForskVE project Low Cost Active House BIPV is to
realise an actual demonstration campaign with 3MWp, low cost BIPV solutions in connection
to Danish low energy class 2020, energy neutral and plus energy new building and
deep renovation, with a combined focus on electricity savings and integrated means
for performance documentation, according to the international Active House specifications
(See: www.activehouse.info). The aim is to involve 2,000 apartments (500 new build and 1,500
deep renovation) together with a 30,000-50,000m² building area in co-operation with Danish cities.

New, low-cost, fully building-integrated PV solutions

Peder Vejsig Pedersen
Cenergia Energy Consultants
part of Kuben Management
Denmark
+45 20466755
pepe@kubenman.dk
http://www.cenergia.dk/da/

